NEWS

The Max Planck Institute for European Legal History invite applications for Postdoctoral Research Associates in the fields of Legal Transfer in the Common Law World and Legal History of the European Union · Deadline: 22 May 2018
http://www.rg.mpg.de/job_offers

EVENTS


[ 5 June 2018 ] Book presentation of De Blijde Inkomsten van de Brabantse Hertogen at the Rijksarchief Leuven. Registration is required. The deadline for registration is 25 May 2018
https://standenenlanden.wordpress.com

[ 5 June 2018 ] Laurent De Sutter will hold a Law & Criminology Talk. He will speak about the theme Après la loi · http://www.vub.ac.be/CORE/events/lc-talk-laurent-de-sutter-aprs-la-loi.shtml

[ 21 June 2018 ] dr. Magnus Ressel (Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main) will hold a talk in the Weekly Research Gatherings of the department of Interdisciplinary Legal Studies (JURI) of the VUB. He will speak about trade embargoes, the right of neutrals in times of war in early modern Europe and the case of Switzerland from 1688 to 1714.

The CORE members prof. dr. Dave De ruysscher, prof. dr. Frederik Dhondt, dr. Raphael Cohen and Kaat Capelle will present their papers
NEW BOOKS

▶ Valerie Vrancken, De blijde inkomsten van de Brabantse Hertogen, Brussels: Academic and Scientific Publishers 2018
ISBN 9789057187155

https://www.diekeure.be/nl-be/professional/8947/vectoren-van-het-recht#abouthisseriesstab

▶ Robert W. Gordon, Taming the Past: Essays on Law in History and History in Law, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2017
ISBN 9781316644003

CALL FOR PAPERS

[ Deadline for abstracts: 14 May 2018 ]
Diplomacy for migrants. The management and control of foreigners by diplomatic agents (16th-19th centuries) · German Historical Institute Paris
12 to 14 December 2018

[ Deadline for abstracts: 30 June 2018 ]
72th Session of the Société Fernand de Visscher pour l’histoire des Droits de l’Antiquité, Kraków,
Plus ratio quam vis · 11 to 15 September 2018
http://www.sihda2018.pl

[ Deadline for propositions: 30 May 2018 ]
Les Professeurs Allemands en Belgique: Circulation des savoirs juridiques et enseignement du droit · Vrije Universiteit Brussel (CORE) and Université Libre Bruxelles (CHDAJ) · 18 and 19 October 2018
http://esclh.blogspot.fr/2018/03/call-for-papers-les-professeurs.html

[ Deadline for abstracts: 29 September 2018 ]
La Renaissance dans la pensée juridique (19th and 20th century) · Université de Bordeaux · 7 and 8 March 2019 · https://hid.hypotheses.org/1139

[ Deadline: 15 October 2018 ]
Call for articles for Rechtskultur Zeitschrift für Europäische Rechtsgeschichte. The theme of the next issue will be: ‘Bankruptcy/Debts/Loan’

[ Deadline for abstracts: 31 October 2018 ]